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About This Game

It is 2070. A company specialized in robotics has developed artificial intelligence AJ version 1.0.
It is the first stable version since the beginning of this project.

Without hesitation the company launched the first trial of its operating system.

You are about to settle into a role of this piece of artificial intelligence named Android John.
He does not understand who he is or where he is.

But he has a goal. Somewhere in the sector C there is another Android called Sandra who was rendered inoperative due to
unknown reasons.

You need to reach sector C and find Sandra in order to accomplish the recovery process.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10
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DirectX: Version 11
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awsome game. In case you're wondering what the ♥♥♥♥ this game is about, it's quite simple. A vey fast-paced brawl with guns
and melee weapons all around you, use your environment for your own good and so on.
All the reviews I've seen yet are either simple, basic explanations, or people that just say they are old players and the game is
good so you should just trust them. I'm one of those players, started from the flash game I've always loved how the game
worked and always had fun while playing, I have made several great friends and that is truly, the most you can ask a game for.
So a big thank-you to the 2 devs, even though it took them a ♥♥♥♥ ton of time to finally release SFD.
The only, massive downside this game has. Is the ♥♥♥♥ing community, like seriously this game has a worse playerbase than
CS, Minecraft and Fortnite combined. But over the 6 years of this game's existance I've learned that you can't blame a good
game for having a cancerous community. Fortunately these tryharding kids will have to use their mom's credit cards to buy and
I'm not sure they'll manage to do that.
I'll go into more detail after I actually play the steam version. I'm writing this review basically for the old, beta version. So I
expect the game to be MUCH better.

Update : So, after finishing all the challenges, killing that mother♥♥♥♥ing seargeant and having a giggle in the online, I think I
have enough knowledge to write an actual review.
Firstly, the game looks the same as the beta one, it LOOKS. They probably increased the performance because I noticed it runs
better and is bug-free, although the servers are lagging more, which is weird because I never had such problems with the beta,
I'm sure this will be fixed eventually, they always have.
Let's start with the campaign. It's fun, I'm really into games that have good bots and not some brainlet AI's
*cough*csgo*cough*. And they REALLY buffed them, like seriously I think it's safe to say that these bots are the best they can
get, especially the seargeant. I like the story, they tried to connect it to the flash game, which ended up being kinda cringey but
still a good detail. The game would be great without this mode as well but it is nice to see the devs really listened to us and added
a co-op PvE that isn't retard zombies that do a double punch every 2 seconds. There are some fun mechanics and map-making is
at the peak. It is, however, extremely short (~20 minutes if you don't suck). But as I said, something is better than nothing.
Now for the challenges, I ♥♥♥♥ing love and hate them. Love them because they're so fun and hate them because they're so
hard. I get the game tried to give a more demanding tutorial to new players and something to do when they're tired of online.
Some of these challenges, however are very RNG-based, for example the Jo's Bar mission. On my first attempt the map had
only about 5 melee weapons, which isn't enough to beat this challenge, but that's fine. The devs will most definitely re-consider
everything.
And for the online mode, what can I say? It's the good old SFD mayhem we've seen and experienced for 6 years, there are of
course, still some tryhards and people that I wish weren't born *cough*stonecoldaustin*cough* but it's still fun as hell. I noticed
some people were comparing this game to Duck Game, which is surprisingly a very good comparasion. Except that this game
has a community that isn't russian children. So that's great.
There are some new weapons and items, really like that the weapon choice is still very diverse and you can't compare any of
them, because they're all useful.
Only problem is the bazookas, I'm pretty sure the spawn rate of them is increased, (and not only that, but every strong weapons'
as well like the m60) which I don't really like, fair fights don't exist but I'd still like a nerf for the spawn rate.
And yeah, knife throwing. Everybody spams it, because the damage it does when just swung is so much lower than when
thrown, please change that, it's ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. Or just make the throw a 1-time use.
That's about it, thanks for reading the review. I really, really like this game, might be my favourite 2D one. And thanks to the
devs again for working so much. Solid and real 10/10.

EDIT 2 : I really did not miss the communty.
P.S. Are you tired of ♥♥♥♥♥♥ servers that give you cancer and 300 ping? Join !The Application now! It's a great server! 11
out of 10 people recommend it over Blurry! Tryhard free!. There's almost no substance to this, I wasted an hour of my life on
the mission and got cockblocked from a huge nuclear explosion almost destroying the entire island with "Ha-Ha, tis not but a
joke!" But, I have to ask, is a doomsday scenario where you get nuked possible?. Despite this being a rather short story, I really
enjoyed it. Normally, this would be a serious issue, but it actually helped the story flow rather well. I'm looking forward to the
next one, and I would definetely advise reading this. I'd give this a 7\/10.. Works with Oculus. Very basic game of shooting
basketballs and shooting a gun.
Targets are stationary at first in both then move to make it more difficult. Use site on gun.
Needs added content . Good for a few minutes.. Pro:
Emergencies are interesting.
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Cons:
Great Ages are far too "gamey".
Loyalty is good on paper, but poorly executed ingame. The fact that the "gamey" Great Ages play such a big role in loyalty is
also a big problem. Poor design trickles down the systems and you are left with a system that is percieved as being illogic or
stupid.
Governors might be good in smaller games, but as the effect is city based, the overall effect of governors as a whole is
minuscule on huge maps.
Alliances are weird and static. You get them for the bonus - not because you actually wanted an alliance. Weird...
. Game is enjoyable ... However placing random RATE this game in the middle of PLAYING it brings the experience down to
an cringworthy classless tactic. May want to let players decide for themselves if a game is worth taking some time out to rate it.
At best it's going to drop the rating ... at worst , never play another game from this company. This would almost be acceptable if
it was for free but it was and is not. Also I haven't completed the game so my review is incomplete. A well crafted puzzle game
with better than average game mechanics. Random placement of advertising and REVIEW requests make an entertaining
experience start to feel like it has to force feed the player into unwanted participation supplication. Let's see how the rest of this
game plays out.
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I thought the premise of God's Basement sounded quite interesting - the player navigates a purgatory of sorts, learning what was
done to earn your place there. I liked what I saw of the game's environments, although I was partial to the abandoned office over
the Grandmother's home. I also enjoyed the sound design, from the ambient environmental effects to the unnerving monotone
of "the Operator," who guides you through the game. I looked forward to reading the newspaper clippings and hearing TV/radio
reports that provided you with more background on your family.

Unfortunately, I found the act of playing the game to be tremendously tedious. First of all, I was not a fan of the way that you
interact with objects. While most games of this type seem to provide you with some sort of dot/crosshair to orient yourself and
then highlight the objects that you can interact with as you mouse over them, God's Basement only provides you with a
dot/crosshair when you specifically mouse over the objects you can interact with. Perhaps this is meant to lend immersion to the
player, but for me this just made it more difficult to interact with the environment. If a dot doesn't appear when I mouse over an
object, is it because I'm not looking exactly at the object, or because the object isn't one that I can interact with?
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Secondly, I did not like the way that the game progressed. The first time I got stuck in the game (near the beginning), it was
because I did not "focus" (zoom in) on a creature that I had located in the crack of a door. I only learned this after consulting the
developer's walkthrough, and I didn't even know that I could focus (perhaps I missed this in-game tip) until I consulted the
keyboard controls in the options menu. Once I focused on the monster, another door opened (through which I could progress).
Later, I got stuck because although I had located and read a post-it note, I hadn't focused on it. Again, once I focused, the
scripting kicked in and allowed me to progress. If I wasn't randomly zooming in on objects in each room, I was twiddling my
thumbs while waiting for the game's scripting to allow me to progress. Repeatedly, I found myself at a loss as to how to
progress, only to consult the developer walkthrough to find an unintuitive and obtuse solution.

Some other reviewers have compared the game to PT, which I played a while back on PS4. There was one series of hallways in
the Grandmother's house that did seem somewhat comparable. Although many game journalism sites cite PT as one of the
greatest horror experiences in gaming, I personally hated it. I got bored with repeatedly walking through the same hallway,
trying to figure out what sort of obtuse nonsense I had to do to progress. Eventually, players crowdsourced the solutions for PT,
but for me this seems like the opposite of fun. However, many people loved PT, so perhaps God's Basement just isn't a game
for me.

I was intrigued by the story and generally appreciated the game's environments and voice-acting. Unfortunately, I found the
moment-to-moment gameplay excruciating.. Interesting puzzle game with funny characters. Lots of amazing, tricky and
difficult levels. Spent a little while going through levels, it was quite challenge. The thing I really appreciate is that it has the
gamepad control. Worth buying.. If you're a veteran of Blitzkreig you'll know what to expect out of this game. However,
Stalingrad improves in areas where Blitzkreig fell short. For example, infantry is much more useful. They don't die so easily and
can hold their own in gunfights.

Also, your units can't shoot through solid objects like in Blitzkreig.

For those that haven't touched Blitzkreig, Staligrad works like this: In every mission, you're given goals to accomplish with a
selected amount of units at your disposal. It's your job to use these forces in such a way that inflicts heavy damage on your
enemy's forces while you're miminalizing damage to yours. All while completing your goals.

Sounds simple, right? But there's a catch. Units aren't replaceable when killed and ammo is scarce. That's right, you are left at
the mercy of whatever reinforcements the game decides to give you and what supplies are available. More accurate realism as
opposed to having supplies at the ready constantly in Blitzkreig.

So you best take your plan of attack\/defence very seriously if you expect to last long.

In terms of Story\/theme, Stalingrad is a WWII RTS based on historical facts on the invasion of Stalingrad during WWII. You
can play as the Nazi's or the Red Army in two lengthy campaigns.

It's a good game that strives to improve upon where Blitzkrieg fell short and certainly will scratch that hardcore strategy gaming
itch.

There is only one complaint I have with this game. The music. It sucks and doesn't fit at all. I can understand maybe if they were
trying to make this game stand out. But the gameplay already does that for Stalingrad. We don't need some really low-quality
rock music blaring in our ear drums to appreciate good strategy gameplay. You'll want to mute it and play some good old
Blitzkreig music or WWII themed music instead.. I really like survival\/crafting games, but many of them contain zombies. Post-
Collapse eschews that idea and forces the player to just SURVIVE in a post-apocalyptic world, making it feel like a more
realistic survival experience. Furthermore, the isolation makes the loneliness feel palpable, as though players really HAVE
survived the end of the world and are now just trying to get by on a daily basis. Furthermore, the developer does a good job of
replying to Steam members with questions about the game, and he also releases a significant update at least once a month, as
well as smaller, unannounced updates here and there. The low price tag of $7.99 is also more than enough reason to give the
game a try. With the relatively frequent updates, the game will likely only get better, so I would definitely recommend it to
anyone who is a fan of survival\/crafting games.. No.

A QTE driven game that doesn't even keep the combat up: this is some of the worst "combat" cinematics that I've seen in a
while. Weak real life punches and unbelieveable actors don't hide the QTE even driven game. For a student film, it's alright, but
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for a 5 dollar game on steam, it just doesn't come up to snuff.

Also, it's 2014. The need to censor the nazi symbol is ridculous.

If you really want to see gameplay footage and more: http:\/\/youtu.be\/A4-Fntg-LA0. so i've listened to the ost on youtube and i
thought it was good, so it turned out i still had money in my steam wallet, which made be buy it.

however, apparently the music isn't popping up in my library despite the fact that on the games section of the library it says i
have it.

still good music, i just find this kinda off. do i need the main amplified dlc to listen to it or am i missing something??

edit: welp turns out it was my old computer. i can listen to this without having to go on YT now! :D. Nothing too revolutionary
here, but a solid game for the price, I enjoy games that make fun of themselves.
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